Request under Freedom of Information Act 2000
Thank you for your request for information which we received on 28 October 2019.
I am pleased to confirm the following.
1. Has your Trust implemented (or is about to implement) a task management system?
(if not, please skip to the end)
Yes, within our EPR
2. What is the name of the system / was this built in house?
The functionality is ‘MPTL’ (Master Patient Task List) within Cerner Millennium
3. When was / will the system be implemented?
May 2018
4. Does this system capture: ward round / day-time patient tasks; hospital-at-night
tasks; board round tasks; other (please specify); or a combination (please specify)
All notes are captured
5. Is the system used by: Doctors, Nurses, both, or other (please specify)
Nurses
6. If available, what is the utilisation rate (this can be estimated, rather than exact) of
the system?
100% based on the description below
Expressed as a percentage, where 100% is where the system is used at least once every day or every Monday-Friday
(please specify) to capture data on every in-patient, and 50% would be used every day to capture tasks for half of
your patient OR used every other day to capture tasks for half of your patients. Alternatively – if utilisation figures
are available, but otherwise defined, please supply the figures which you have, and the definition of utilisation used.

7. Does the system offer any presentation of the data captured? e.g. an analysis
dashboard
Yes
a) If so, what data is presented on this dashboard?

Functionality called CareCompass in Cerner Millennium
8. What is the cost (including any ongoing costs) to implement the system?
No specific cost, bundled into larger contract value
9. If a contract is in place with a supplier for a task management system then:
a) What is the total value of this contract?
No specific cost, bundled into larger contract value of EPR
b) How long was the total contract for?
Initial contract term was 10 years for the larger contract length of EPR

You are advised that this information is provided in accordance with the Freedom of Information
Act 2000 and is for your personal use. Any re-use of this information will be subject to copyright
and the Re-Use of Public Sector Information Regulations (1st July 05) and authorisation from
Milton Keynes Hospital NHS Foundation Trust will be required. In the event of any re-use, the
information must be reproduced accurately and not used in a misleading manner.
If you are unhappy with the information received in response to this request, please address your
complaint to the Patient Affairs Office at Milton Keynes Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, Standing
Way, Eaglestone, Milton Keynes MK6 5LD If, after exhausting our internal process, you are still
unhappy with the information received, you may write to the Information Commissioner's Office,
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 5AF.
If you need any further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us at the address above.
Yours sincerely,

Freedom of Information Co-ordinator
For and on behalf of Milton Keynes Hospital NHS Foundation Trust
Any re-use of this information will be subject to the
‘Re-use of Public Sector Information Regulations’ and best practice.

